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BASED ON ARTICLE

COMMENTARY

Estimation of total undernutrition with summation of Gomez and Waterlow's three class divisions in 
Svedberg formulated composite index of anthropometric failure (CIAF) and Nandy's revised CIAF have 
underestimated the prevalence of stunting with overweight children and only overweight children. The 
present report proposes a new scheme which would accurately estimate the prevalence of 
anthropometric failure (both under as well as overweight). This new classification will help in better 
estimating the dual burden of malnutrition among children.
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Conventional indicators of malnutrition reflecting chronic malnutrition by stunting (low height for age), 
wasting (low weight for height) and underweight (low weight for age) were unable to provide a 
comprehensive picture of the overall burden of malnutrition in the population. To fill in these gaps and 
provide total magnitude of undernutrition, Svedberg in the year 2000, conceptualized the composite 
index of anthropometric failure (CIAF) model comprising six groups namely A, B, C, D, E and F (1). 
While group A was defined as no failure, remaining groups classified children based on failure in either a 
specific conventional indicator or combinations of them (double/ triple failure). Nandy et al introduced 
additional group Y containing only underweight children (2).
 In its aggregated form, CIAF showed 61.8% prevalence of malnutrition in Indian under-five children 
using NFHS-5 data, proportionately higher than the prevalence of conventional indicators alone 
(stunting, wasting or underweight) (3). Specific failures as well as combination of failures in 
disaggregated form of CIAF might have greater predictive power than the conventional indicators. 
There is a well-established relationship between ill health and malnutrition using CIAF. The morbidity 
risk for children suffering from diarrhea and dysentery was around 50% and 80%, respectively, more 
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THE IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS ARE:
1. Majority of children with CFS who developed epilepsy had normal post CFS EEG’s. So, this 
 reiterates the fact that EEG need not be always abnormal to predict epilepsy, many other clinical  
 factors play a role. 
2. Abnormal EEG definitely predicts future epilepsy. Amongst children with a post-CFS EEG  
 showing interictal epileptiform discharges, 54% of them developed epilepsy. 
3. Four predictors of future epilepsy in CFS are >3 febrile seizures in 24 hours, interictal epileptiform 
 discharges during post-CFS EEG, family history of afebrile seizures, and age of CFS onset ≥ 3 
 years. 
4. Based on the regression analysis, if a patient had 3 risk factors (family history of afebrile seizures, 3 
 years old or greater at  
 CFS onset, and more than 3 seizures within 24 hours of the CFS event), the predicted probability of 
 developing epilepsy was at least 50%. If the patient had all 4 risk factors (including interictal 
 epileptiform discharges on the index EEG), the probability of developing epilepsy increased to 
 >75%.
5. Though midline-vertex discharges are the most common localisation of epileptiform discharges 
 (52%) in CFS, the development of epilepsy was not associated with any interictal discharge 
 localisation. 
6. Background slowing in interictal EEG was noted but not significantly associated with patients who 
 developed epilepsy. All these changes were seen in early EEGs obtained less than 7 days implying 
 nonspecific acute dysfunction after febrile seizures. 
7. Early EEG (less than 7 days) showed more epileptiform abnormalities (17 %) versus late EEG 
 (9%). No difference in epilepsy development in cohorts with early versus late EEG, however, 
 sample size was small. It needs further prospective studies to make as a guideline. 

IMPLICATION

Inter ictal EEG abnormalities can offer valuable insights into the potential for the development of 
epilepsy in children who experience complex febrile seizure
While EEG finding can be a significant predictor they should be interpreted in the context of other 
clinical factors.
It is it is vital for paediatrician to remain updated in this evolving field as improved predictive measures 
can guide clinical decision making and patient counselling.
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Table 1: The newly proposed categories of CIAF:

CIAF Categories

Group A -No failure

Group B - Wasted only

Group C - Wasted & Underweight

Group D-Wasted, Stunted & Underweight 

Group E - Stunted & Underweight

Group F - Stunted only

Group G-Stunted & Overweight

Group H - Overweight only

Group Y - Underweight only
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likely than children with no failures using CIAF whereas maximum risk was observed for children who 
experience a triple failure (stunted, wasted and underweight, in group D) (3). Children with triple failure 
were more likely to belong to families with poor wealth index in comparison with those having single 
failure. This revised Svedberg model has become a useful policy making tool for planners for designing 
intervention programs to reduce malnutrition in developing countries (4). 

The terminology of CIAF was extended to include group G and H in the current review article with 
purpose to estimate over failure (over nutrition) and address the double burden of malnutrition (Table 1). 
Group G includes stunted children with overweight while group H includes only overweight children. 
Kuiti et al, further propose the revised summation formula for detecting under failure (undernutrition), 
over failure (over nutrition) and only normal children in a given population. In Argentina, extended 
CIAF recognized 50% under-five children with double burden in comparison with 22.1% 
undernourished children by CIAF classification (5). Prevalence of double burden of malnutrition was 
55.8% using Indian Demographic and Health Survey (IDHS) 2015-16 data in under-five Indian 
children, highest among the South Asian region (6).

In summary, considering the rising prevalence of overweight/obesity even in rural areas, extended CIAF 
can be a useful screening tool at the community level for evaluating double burden of malnutrition and 
for implementation of national health programs. 
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